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Towards a digitally connected body for holistic and
continuous health insight
Philipp Gutruf 1✉

The digitally connected body with clinical grade multimodal and multisite biosignal acquisi-

tion is a key goal of the wearable device communities, which will enable advanced diagnostics

and therapeutics. Recent advances in sensor and biointerfaces have enabled insight into

biomarkers and physiological states that far exceed the commercially available technologies.

However, they often require intimate contact with the target organ, which is possible acutely

or over days but may not translate to continuous monitoring without substantial user

engagement. Holistic device ecosystems or standards are therefore required to enable a

digitally connected body. Here, we discuss current barriers and highlight potential avenues to

enable a seamless, almost imperceptible network, of wearable sensors to capture health

comprehensively and chronically.

Advances in noninvasive sensors for the skin mainly include the introduction of tightly
integrated sensing platforms, also known as epidermal electronics1, that provides
advanced insight due to either capturing fluids2 of interest or providing physical prop-

erties such as ultra-low physical and thermal mass3 that enables sensing properties well beyond
the current “brick and strap” approach. This includes biochemical sensors that capture markers
such as cortisol, ionic concentrations and pH that enables advanced insight into physiological
stresses4. The lamination also enables biophysical sensors such as thermal conductivity5, ther-
mography, mechanoacoustic6 and electrophysiological7 measurements currently not possible
with bulky brick formats that physically prohibit these measurements because of resulting slow
system response that manifests low fidelity and motion artefacts.

Translation of these epidermal approaches from the laboratory to scaled application in the
clinic or at home use however are difficult and challenges are broadly outlined in Fig. 1. The
challenges can be classified into 3 categories, Material and Interface, Integration and Adoption.
In particular crucial for widespread adoption are materials and engineering schemes compatible
with skin renewal, smart interfaces and technologies for seamless integration into healthcare
systems to enable potentially significant impacts on life expectancy and population health,
particularly in cardiac disease monitoring and treatment.

Materials and interface challenges
The fundamental limitations of the biointerface, if established adhesively via skin mounted
electronics, is epidermal turnover, which limits these fixation strategies to several days before
inducing irritation and eventual delamination8. This currently results in the need for frequent
device replacement which may not be sustainable for chronic monitoring unless a system-level
approach that provides sacrificial interfaces that are frequently renewed. However, it should be
noted that while this is physically possible it may not yield user acceptance for chronic use as
discussed in adoption challenges section9. Figure 2 highlights these most used device classes.
Figure 2A is an example of a traditional brick and strap device that localizes all energy storage,
computation and sensing in a rigid miniaturized solid body that is then affixed to the body with
straps, locations often include the wrist and the chest. This localization of sensors and mass has
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substantial impact on sensing fidelity often highlighted in motion
artefacts and degradation of signal due to sensor placement that
follows strap location not the ideal physiological position that
would yield highest fidelity signals10. The benefit of this device
class is that commercially available materials and fabrication
processes can be used enabling a high level of reliability and
translation of new sensing technologies and algorithms. Figure 2B
highlights thin device classes called epidermal electronics that are
adhesively affixed to the skin and omit large components such as
screens and electrochemical power supplies11. The approach
yields a reduction in mechanical modulus from single-digit GPa
for engineering materials to tens of kPa12 for epidermal
electronics1. This results in additional sensing opportunities such
as mechanoacoustic6, thermal13 and fluidic14 modlities and sub-
stantially reduces motion artefacts15 for more conventional bio-
physical measurements. A downside of this device class is the
need for adhesive attachment that is limited by epidermal turn-
over, and generally a larger footprint than a brick and strap device
due to dispersion of components to enable soft and thin
mechanics. A compromise between these 2 approaches is shown
in Fig. 2C which combines adhesively coupled multimodal epi-
dermal devices with ultra-thin electronics that are attached with
magnets. This enables sensing with disposable devices while more
complex and expensive electronics can be reused2. A downside of
this approach is accidental detachment of electronics and the
additional complexity required for self-aligning and low-force
connectors.

Sensor choice is limited by the biointerface and may also result
in a barrier for chronic use. Examples are biochemical sensors
which are known to degrade with mechanisms such as biofouling,
degradation of recognition elements and electrochemical
degradation16. There are also some issues associated with chan-
neling of sweat into devices that on chronic timescales may pose
biohazard concerns. These challenges also apply to electro-
physiological sensing techniques that are known to suffer from
impedance stability issues and efforts to find chronically stable
skin electrodes is an active research area17. Because epidermal

platforms conform well to the skin, motion artefacts are sub-
stantially reduced, however, devices that deform with the skin
require special attention towards system-level mechanics to
enable chronically stable operation.

Stimulators, especially for chronic time scales, that are non-
invasive are difficult to achieve because they often require high
levels of power which prohibits chronic use as discussed in the
integration challenge section. There are many classes of stimu-
lators for a variety of applications which can be broadly cate-
gorized by: haptic stimulation18 such as vibrotactile, pneumatic,
acoustic and electrical stimulation such as Transcutaneous Elec-
trical Nerve Stimulation (TENS), Functional Electrical Stimula-
tion (FES), Electrical Muscle Stimulation (EMS)19; and thermal
stimulation such as thermoelectric stimulators20. Most of these
stimuli are particularly energy-hungry because of the impedance
of the skin, electrical mechanical or thermal, to evoke peripheral
nervous system responses and typically require tens of mW10,16.

Additionally, encapsulation is also an active research area,
which is a consideration for chronic wearable devices that require
mechanical strength and fluidic barriers. While this has been
largely accomplished for rigid brick and strap devices, the high-
fidelity epidermal device types require a different material class
that can not rely on metal or ceramic enclosures. System-level
mechanical design that enables deformation to absorb stresses are
required, which is particularly difficult for computational nodes
with analog components that require a rigid island. There are
several strategies such as serpentine interconnects, and soft
dielectric encapsulations that can overcome these challenges16.

Integration
Integration is an important topic for wearable devices because the
way sensors are packaged and integrated in the wearable platform
not only affects comfort and chronic stability, however, also
directly impacts sensors performance.

The bottleneck for many wearable devices, especially if they
require mW levels of power continuously, is the power supply.

Fig. 1 Networked bio interface challenges. Networked bio interface challenges graphically visualized and stated in three broad categories.

Fig. 2 Comparison of wearable device architectures. A Example of a brick and strap style device that confines electronics and sensors in one functional
stiff island that gets attached to the body via straps B Example of epidermal electronic device with intimate contact with the skin reproduced with
permission fromWILEY - V C H VERLAG GMBH& CO. KGAA11 C Hybrid device with adhesive attachment to the skin and reusable electronic component2.
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The biggest electrochemical power supplies such as Li-Ion bat-
teries that are still comfortably wearable on chronic timescales are
around 100-200 mAh at an average cell voltage of around 3.7 V
which results in 370–740 mWh that translates to run times that
are on the order of 1-2 days with high sampling rate multimodal
devices8. To capture trends in health holistically run times of
weeks or months are desired, hence frequent recharge and device
interaction is required which leads to user retention issues,
especially if the devices are not embedded in a device ecosystem
that serves a dual purpose such as a smartwatch21. Hence new
ways to power devices in a seamless and imperceptible way are
required. Figure 3 shows examples of current approaches to solve
chronic operational times without or with minimal user
interaction.

Figure 3A is an example of utilizing wireless power transfer to
wearables. The devices called biosymbiotics are meshed structures
that can be worn 24/7 with epidermal contact that enables high-
fidelity biosignal acquisition discussed in the integration section.
The devices are recharged using far-field power casting that can
transfer tens of mW over distances of up to 2 m which enables a
frequent recharge of a small battery at locations of high occu-
pancy to enable uninterrupted operation over weeks or months22.
Other modes of wireless power transfer are using photonics, and
near-field power. All of which can be used to create chronically
wearable devices with high levels of energy requirements.
Another approach to solve the energy problem is to use ambient
sources of energy to enable continuous operation23. Figure 3B
shows a device that is powered by ambient light through per-
ovskite solar cells that harvest energy from inside and outside
light sources to recharge a battery to enable operation during
daytime hours24. Other approaches to extracting power from the
body and the environment include the use of electrochemical
power from sweat, motion via tribo- and piezoelectric effects, as
well as thermal gradients via thermoelectrics. Using power sup-
plies that we already carry with us is also an approach to enable
distributed sensing with wearables, as well as implantable devices.
An example of this is shown in Fig. 3C, here a shirt with
embroidered metamaterials is used as a guide to capture the
electromagnetic radiation emitted by a smartphone to power and
communicate with nodes distributed on the body25. This enables
the distribution of sensor nodes harnessing higher sensing fidelity
and at the same time only requires the maintenance of one device
reducing user fatigue.

An important topic that is not often discussed in academic
work is the material platforms used for wearable devices. While
replication on the lab scale may be straightforward, the transla-
tion to medium and large-scale products can be very challenging
and may result in compromises that increase device stiffness and
epidermal conformality to comply with scalable fabrication
technologies. This may have several fundamental reasons, some

can be materials driven, such as the availability of reel-to-reel
processing of new functional materials, or some may be dictated
by difficulties handling ultra-thin substrates required for epi-
dermal sensor formats. Currently, successful translational activ-
ities use processes such as TPU for soft materials that can be
injection molded and die cut26 as well as flexible electronic sub-
strates such as polyimide which can be readily processed by
printed circuit manufacturers enabling a scalability suitable at the
consumer product scale27. New materials can also be successfully
scaled by high-throughput printing methods such as screen
printing28.

Communication with the wearable device are an important
aspect, especially for devices that require 24/7 data streams. The
most prevalent solution is blue tooth low energy (BLE) which
provides the ability to send fairly high data rates (1–24 Mbps) at
low power consumption of ~2-5 mW. However, devices require a
smartphone or other BLE-enabled device in the vicinity. Other
approaches are to store information locally on the device with
subsequent offloading via NFC (Near Field Communication),
which does not require any power because devices are powered by
the reader, and are often chosen when low sampling rate sensing
is sufficient27. Solutions for resource-constrained environments
however are not widely investigated, very recent work leverages
long-distance protocols alongside wearable antennas to transmit
biosignals over 15 miles, suitable for areas where cell reception
and smartphones are available29.

Computation of the acquired signals is currently a highly
investigated topic. For chronic wearable devices, this is especially
important because the data volume generated by multimodal high
sampling rate biosignal acquisition can quickly amount to data-
sets that are not analyzable by humans. Here machine learning
and artificial intelligence can enable fantastic capabilities espe-
cially when large and continuous datasets are available for
training and efficient computation is available with wirelessly
connected infrastructure30. This capability is especially useful for
small and rarely occurring biomarkers that would be difficult or
impossible to discover in contemporary daily clinical activity31.
Fundamentally the question of where computation is performed
is interesting because power consumption for communication
makes up a substantial portion of a wearable energy budget so
with proper analysis of the clinical need there may be a benefit of
analyzing data on the device vs sending out all data to the cloud
for analysis. With modern AI models model size and resulting
computation time important parameters range from simple
LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) models occupying kb32 to
complex models with multimodal data occupying several
GB33.There is also the question of data security which may result
in advanced energy costs with the need for encryption on the
wearable node to comply with HIPA(Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act) rules34.

Fig. 3 Comparison of wirelessly recharged or powered wearables. A Biosymbiotic device with a small battery and recharge at distance22, enabling 24/7
operation without user interaction, image credit Gutruf lab. B Photonically powered device via perovskite solar cells enabling operation during light hours
without additional infrastructure, Reproduced with permission from ref. 24, copyright (Springer Nature BV, 2023) C Wireless power distribution via
textile25 enabling operation utilizing the smartphone as a power source.
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Adoption challenges
A critical aspect of wearable device impact is user acceptance.
There is some work on the psychology of using a wearable device,
however, very few studies look at the link of new technological
solutions and the associated impact on user acceptance. On
average devices to capture health status only have a 50% user
retention rate of only 6 month8. There are several factors that
play into this decision, however leading drivers are wearability,
privacy, ease of use, data accuracy and relevancy and perceived
value for the wearer. Often the signal fidelity and clinical insight
that a device can gather is only an aspect of its impact and many
factors play into retention that go well beyond the hardware itself.

A device that can satisfy many of the above-noted challenges is
still not guaranteed to commercially succeed. Because of the
complicated commercial landscape especially for medical devices.
Critical factors are interoperability with electronic health records,
insurance coverage and medical community acceptance that
ultimately drive clinical outcomes, adoption rate and user
retention. This results in a high barrier to entry26.

Another important factor that slows innovation, however, is
critical to maintaining trust in medical devices, are regulatory
certifications through the FDA, CE or similar frameworks. Espe-
cially for diagnostic and therapeutic devices, which are likely to

benefit most from multimodal and multisite chronically wearable
hardware require substantial efforts to demonstrate efficacy and
safety that can take many years and substantial funding to com-
plete. Often the initial technological choices are tested rigorously in
this process and knowledge of the benchmarks is useful when
creating fundamental experiments on new technologies.

Because of this long process, market realities are only probed
after substantial investment, the development of substantially new
technology therefore represents a high risk, reducing the number
of new translational activities. Examples of new device classes that
failed are smartpills such as Proteus Digital Health Ingestible
Sensors35 that despite exciting technology and regulatory
approvals did not develop into widespread adoption because of
slow adoption of the medical community, insurers, and patients.

Examples of multimodal chronic wearables
An example of a wearable device class that provides the ability to
capture high-fidelity biosignals with high sampling rates con-
tinuously without interruption is shown in Fig. 4. The devices
called biosymbiotics are attached epidermally via soft mesh
structures that conform to the body without the need for adhe-
sives (Fig. 4A). The devices retain the advantage of epidermal

Fig. 4 Example of a chronically wearable device with multimodal high sampling rate biosignal acquisition. A Biosymbiotic device overview detailing
device architecture and sensing modalities. B Photographic image of recharge at distance. C Device operation with a variety of clothing. D Example of
device operation over 2 weeks with uninterrupted datastreams and continuous high level of state of charge through contactless at distance recharge events
Reproduced with permission from ref. 36, copyright (Elsevier, 2023).
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electronics, however, expand usage time over many weeks of
operation because they provide the ability of normal epidermal
turnover and transepidermal water loss. The energy supply is
enabled via far-field power casting that recharges a small battery
that supplies 24 h of autonomous operation. The devices are
recharged when in 2 m proximity of a 915MHz power caster
which provides sufficient energy when placed in high occupancy
areas such as a working desk or next to the bed (Fig. 4B).
Operation can continue throughout the day with a variety of
clothing and even during showers and aquatic activities (Fig. 4C).
Data streams including battery state of chart over 2 weeks
demonstrate operation at high sampling rates without data
stream interruption and sensing modalities such as diametric
biceps contractions and mK resolution skin temperature mea-
surements, data that would not be attainable through traditional
wearable devices (Fig. 4D)36.

Outlook
Wearable high-fidelity skin interfaces across critical sensing targets
have developed rapidly, individually enabling insights beyond current
clinical standards. However, approaches differ widely in engineering
methods and successful deployment will hinge on key advances in
materials and schemes for chronic use. Specifically, material strategies
enable epidermal turnover and seamless epidermal attachment with
smart soft interfaces such as hydrogels or ultra-thin flexible substrates
with low impedance interfaces to the skin to enable uninterrupted
high-fidelity interfaces over weeks of operation. Additionally, wide-
spread adoption of these soft and imperceptible wearables will only
succeed if seamless system-level approaches are created that connect
interface types across modalities and application timeframes. This
integration also applies to communication, computation, and power-
ing strategies. A convergence of these core technologies such as the
widespread availability of wireless power casting technologies, wireless
low-power mesh network infrastructure hardware and low-power
neural computation in commercially available systems on a chip, may
be enabling technologies to facilitate rapid dissemination of this new
device class. In the near future this device class likely has the highest
impact on life expectancy and population health by detection and
treatment of cardiac disease, where good solutions for treatment exist
however chronic monitoring capabilities lack fidelity and capability.
Key sensing technologies are continuous blood pressure and high-
fidelity electrocardiograms with automated AI analysis methods in a
form factor that is easily accepted by the patient, themedical treatment
team, the hospital system and the insurer.
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